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The plaintiff also cites a Federal Circuit
ase, [11 '" Seata, ITIC., 757 F.2d 274 (Fed.Cir.
1985), in which the Court found that the term
"SEATS" was not generic when used in relation to a ticket reservation service. In SeW,
however, the Court based its decision on the
fact that the term "SEATS" was not being
used in ita generic conteXt, that is, "in relation to c:hairll or couches or bleachers," but
instead was being used to describe a reservation service. fd.. at 277. In contrast. in this
case, the plaintiff is using the term "The
Arabic Channel" in ita generic conteXt, and,
as the Seats Court make clear, a generic
term can never be protected when used in
connection with the product it generically
describes.
Finally, the plaintiff requests that the
Court grant it the opportunity to offer evidence to establish the "secondary meaning"
of ita mark as well as the likelihood of confusion among consumers. Plaintiff's "Memorandum of Law," at 14. Because the Court
finds that ''The Arabic Channel" is a generic
term, a showing of secondary meaning would
not help the defendant's case. As Judge
Friendly stated in A~ & FitdI Co.
v. Hu1/J.ing World. ITIC., "even proof of secondary meaning, by virtue of which some
'merely descriptive' marks may be registered, cannot transform a generic term into a
subject for trademark." 537 F.2d at 9.
Conclusion

REMY AMERIQUE, INc., Plaintiff,
v.

R

•

state law claims, Counta II and III (SU
Complaint, para. 4), and dismiu them. Su
U1IiUd Min.e Worken v. Gibbo, 383 U.S. 715,
726, 86 S.Ct. 1130, 1139, 16 L.Ed.2d 218
(1966); CES Pub. C<1rp. v. SL Regio Publicalion..!, I1IC., 531 F.2d at 15. L..tIy, the Court
finds no evidence of bad faith on the part of
the plaintiff and. accordingly, declines to order sanctions or to award attomeya' fees to
defendant under Rule 11 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.

O
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standard in the Fifth Circuit is clearly and
unambiguously identical to the Second Circuit standard: a generic term is not protec:table. Su U1Iitm Nat. Ba1lk, LarodD v. U1Iitm
Nat. Ba1lk, A...mn, 909 F.2d 839 (5th Cir.
1990) ("Generic terms are ~ e1igible for
trademark protection." (underline in original»; LouUia1la World E:rposititm v. Log-tu.
746 F.2d 1033 (5th Cir.I984) ("A generic
term is never protectable." Id.. at 1040).
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TOUZET DISTRIBUTION, S.A.R.L. and
SICA Les Vignerons Provencaux,
Defendants.

The Court finds that "The Arabic Cbannel" is a generic term, and, as such, not
protectable as a valid trademark. Accordingly, the Court grants the defendant's summary judgment motion as to Count I, the
Lanham Act claim, of the complaint With
the federal claim no longer before this Court,
we decline to exercise jurisdiction over the

No. 93 Civ. 0500 (CSH).
United States District Court,
S.D. New York.
March 16, 1993.

Motion was filed to compel arbitration
and to stay action in interim. The District
Court, Haight, J., held that contract provi- _.
sian authorizing parties to seek relief from
courts by way of temporary and permanent
jurisdiction authorized ilIjunctive relief in.aid
of arbitration and did not render nonarbitrable claims of repudiation and breach of contract on ground that relief was sought by
way. of specific performance.
.
Arbitration
stayed.

directed

and

proceeding

1. Arbitration e=>1.2, 7.5
Parties are free to include in agreement
choice-of-Iaw provision which impacts on procedural rules to be followed in arbitration,
but this does not change rule that questions
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2. Arbitration q;,.7.5

HAIGHT, District Judge:' '

'ar:.

Defendants move this Court to compel
bitration of disputes between themselves and:
the plaintiff, and to stay this action in the
interim.
BackgrrnJ.nd.
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Under distributorship contract providing
for arbitration of any conaoversy or claim
arising out of or relating to the agreement or
breach thereof, distributor's claims that pr0ducers and marketers of wine products at
issue had repudiated and breached contract
was arbitrable even though distributor
sought equitable relief of specific performance and despite contract provision allowing parties to seek from court.!!. equitable
relief by way of temporary and ' permanent
injunctions, in that any ambiguity in agreement had to be resolved in favor of arbitration.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

R
G

of arbitrability in contract subject to the
Federal Arbitration Act must be resolved
with healthy regard for federal policy favoring arbitration. 9 U.s.C.A. § 201 et seq.
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Federal policy requires resolution of ambiguity as to arbitrability in favor of arbitration. 9 U.S.C.A. § 201 et seq.
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4. Contracta <$0>143.5

Contract should be interpreted so that
all its provisions dwell in harmony with e8ch
other, to the greatest extent possible.

5. Arbitration

~.5

Provision in distributorship contract
which allowed parties to seek from courts
equitable relief by way of temporary and
permanent injunctions, which was in addition
to provision for arbitration of any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the
agreement or breach thereof, made injunctive relief in courts available to the PIll1ies in
aid of arbitration, rather than transforming
arbitrable claims into nonarbitrable ones depending on the form of relief prayed for.

Moses & Singer, New York City, forplaintiff; David Rabinowitz, Paula K. Colbath, of

counsel
Kevorkian & Partners, New York City, for
defendants; Donna Glasgow, of counsel

Plaintiff Remy Amerique, Inc:. ("Remy"); a
Delaware corporation with its principal placa
of buainesa in New York, is the succesaor in
interest of another domestic corporation.
"21" Brands, Inc:. Remy is engaged in the
busines. of importing wines, spirits, and liqueurs, and distributing them to wholesale eli&:
tributors throughout the United States. ' .'

Defendant Touzet Distribution, S.A.R.L.
("Touzet"l, a French corporation, produces
and distributes a1cohnlic beverages, including
table wines under the trade name "Sommellere."
Defendant SICA Les Vlgllerons Provencaux ("SICA"), a French cooperative association, markets Touzet's products and owns
trademarks for certain of Tonzet's wine products.
In January 1986 Touzet, SICA. and "21"
Brands entered into a contract for the distribution of Tonzet's products in the United
States, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Vu-gin Islands. In April 1989, "21" was merged into
Remy.

This contract grants Remy the exclusive
right to import and distribute a variety ',Of
Touzet's products described in the agreement
within the designated territory.
In October 1992, Remy commenced an-action in the New Yark State Supreme Court,
New York County, against Touzet and SICA.
Remy alleged in that complaint that defendants have failed to ship orders pursuant to
the contract, and have failed to recognize
Remy's claimed rigbt of first refusal as· to
certain new products. Touzet and SICA 'respond that Remy materially breached the
contract by failing and refusing to pay S1lDI8
due to them.
.- ".:-

United
States
Defendants removed
the State
court action
Page
2 of 6waa the
to this Court. The basis
for removal
Convention on the Recognition and Enforee-
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Since the commencement of the captioned
action, defendants' French counsel have
served a demand for arbitration of defen·
dants' claims that Remy hss breached the
contract by failing to pay sums owing to
defendants. The General Secretary of the
Court of International Arbitration of the ICC
has responded to that demand by letter dated December 23, 1992, setting the arbitration
machinery in motion.

Touzet and SICA contend in this Court
that the disputes between the parties fall
within the broad arbitration agreement con·
tained in , 12(a) of the underiying contract,
and that they are entitled to an order com·
pelling arbitration under 9 U.S.C. § 206,
which provides in part: "A court having jurisdiction under this chapter may direct that
arbitration be held in accordance with the
agreement at any place therein provided for,
whether that place is within or without the
United States." In the case at bar, The
Hague is designated as the place of arbitration.
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In the case at bar, the contract between
the parties provides in pertinent part as fol·
lows:
Arbitration. (a) Any controversy or claim
ariaing out of, or relating to this Agreement or the breach thereof shall be settled
by three (3) arbitrators pursuant to- the
Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce. The
arbitration hearing will be held in The
Hague, Holland. except that, to the extent
that the dispute pertains to the local mar·
ket, business practices, or requires evi·
dence primarily obtainable in the Licensed
Territory, the parties authorize the arbi·
trators to conduct all or part of the proceedings in the Licensed Territory. All
ressonably incurred travel and boarding
•
costa of the parties, their counsel and wit..
nesses shall be treated as part of the arbi·
tration costs and as such shall be subject
to award by the arbitrators.
(b) The parties may seek from the Arbi·
tration Tribunal and from any judicial
courts of proper jurisdiction equitable · re·
lief by way of temporary and pennanent
injunctions.

The parties provided for their choice of law
in , 11 of their agreement, which provides:
11. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall
be governed by the laws of the State of
New York, U.S.A

O
N

The Convention covers ' arbitration agreementa between citizens or corporations of
adhering nations "arising out of a legal rela·
tionship, whether contractual or not, which is
considered as commercial ... " 9 U.S.C.
§ 202. Section 205 provides for the removal
of cases from State courts where the subject
~tter relates to an arbitration agreement
,aIling under the Convention.

KC

et seq.

any indication by the parties as to the
applicable law, the .arbitrator shall apply
the law designated as the proper law by
the rule of conflict which he deems appropriate.

R

ment of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the "Convention"), ratified by the United States and
enacted into domestic law by Chapter 2 10f
the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 201

R
G

CUe .. '" F.5opp. 113 (S.D.N.Y. 1993'

There is no dispute that this arbitration
agreement falls within the Convention.. •
The ariJitration agreement in , 12(a) incor:
porates by reference the Rules of Concilia·
tion and Arbitration of the International
Chamber of Commerce ("ICC"). The ICC
Rules provide ' in Article 13(3):
.
The parties shall be free to detel'D\ine the
law to be applied by the arbitrator to the
merits of the dispute. In the jlbsence of

Remy contends that the action it

com~

menced in the State court, thereafter removed to this Court, falls outside the arbitra,tion agreement contained in , 12(a) of the
contract by reason of , 12(b), which allows
the parties to seek "from any judicial courts
of proper jurisdiction equitable relief by way
of temporary and permanent injunctions. tI
In that regard, Remy stresses that its com·
plaint is drafted in the fonn of a demand in
equity for specific perfonnance.
Remys complaint alleges two causes of
action. The first alleges that SICA repudiat..
ed the agreement by stating unequivocally its
intention no longer to honor Remys exclu·
sive rights in the designated territory. Complaint, , 18. The second cause of action al·

United States
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I'II.f<m>wtitm Sfl1'I1icu. Inc. v. TM Boa:rd 'of
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Trusu •• of Leland SlanfrmJ, Junior Uni-ritJr..
sity, 489 u.s. 468, 109 S.Ct. 1248, 103
L.Ed.2d 488 (1989). Touzer and SICA argUe
that the deQ..ive question is one of arbitnbil"
ity, an issue governed by the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA") as extended by the COD-

vention.

In Volt a construction contact contained an .
agreement to arbitrate all disputes arising
out of the contract. and a choice-of-law clause
providing that the contract would be goven.ed by the law of the place where the
construction project was located (which
turned out to be California). California law
provides for a stay of arbitration pending
resolution of related litigation betWeen a party to the arbitration agreement and third
parties not bound by it. The FAA contains
no comparable provision and, because that is
so, the party seeking to compel arbitratiOD
resisted the stay provided for by California
law. The Supreme Court beld that where
"the parties have agreed to abide by state
rules of arbitration, enforcing those rule.
according to the tenns of the agreement is
fully consistent with the goals of the FAA,
even if the result is that the arbitration is
stayed where the Act would otherwise pennit
it to go forward." 489 U.S. at 479, 109 S.Ct.
at 1255. In defining the goals of the FAA,
the Court said at 478, 109 S.Ct. at 1255:
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leges that Touzet and SICA have begun distlibuting a new Wine product in the territory
without having first accorded to Remy a
right of first refusal for such distribution
allegedly given by the agreement to Remy.
I d., at , 24. As to each of these C8UBe8 of
action, Remy alleges that it has no adequate
remedy at law, and casts its demands for
relief in the language of equitable demands
for specific performance. Thus the complaint concludes:
WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judg,
ment againat Touzet' and SICA, as follows:
(a) ordering Touzet and SICA, preliminarily during the pendency of this action
and thereafter, to specifically perform and
comply with all of its obligations under the
Agreement. including: (1) shipping to
Remy Amerique the Order Goods and all
Touzet's Products ordered hereafter during the term of the Agreement; and (2)
refraining from selling any of its Products
in or into the Territory .or causing such
Products to be sold in the Territory, except through Remy Amerique;
(b) ordering Touzet and SICA, preliminarily during the pendency of this action
and thereafter, to specifically perform and
comply with all of its obligations under the
Agreement. including, granting to Remy
Amerique the right of first refusal to import and distlibute any an all New Products in the Territory, and forbidding ToU%et and SICA from importing and distlibuting any such New Product in the Territory
until and unless Remy Amerique has been
accorded such right of first refusal; and
(c) awarding Remy Amerique the costs
and disbursements of this action, including
attorneys' fees, and such other and further
relief as this Court may deem just and
proper.

The FAA was designed "to overrule the
judiciary's longstanding refusal to enforce
agreements to arbitrate,'· Dean Witter
&ynold.8 Inc. v. Byni. 470 U.S. at 219220, and to place such agreements .. 'upOD
the same footing as other contracts,' "
ScheTk v. Albe1to-Culver Co., 417 U.S., at
511 (quoting H.R.Rep. No. 96, 68 Cong.,
1st Sess., I , 2 (1924».

Relying upon , 12(b) of the arbitration
agreement. Remy contends that it cannot be
compelied to arbitrate disputes arising out of
claims that are equitable in nature.

It did not follow from those goals, the Court
reasoned, "that the FAA prevents the enforcement of agreements to arbitrate under
different rules than those set forth in the ·Act
itself." Id. at 479, 109 S.Cl at 1255.

Discussion

[1) Volt deals with the procedural
to be followed in arbitration. In that conUnited
text. the parties are
free toStates
include in their .
agreement a choi~f-law
Page 4provision
of 6 which
impacts upon procedural rules. But Volt

The parties debate the threshold issue of
governing law. Remy ·says that New York
law controls under the choice of law provision
in , 11 of the Agreement. and cites Volt

rules
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These eases of ""urse establish that. in
applying general state-law principles of
contract interpretation to the interpretation of an arbitration agreement within the
s""pe of the Act. see Perry v. TIwrnas. 482
U.S. 483, 498, n. 9 [107 S.Ct. 2520, 2527, n.
9, 96 L.Ed.2d 426] (1987), due regard must
be given to the federal policy favoring
arbitration, and ambiguities as to the scope
of the arbitration clause itself resolved in
favor of arbitration.

In short, Remy contends that its claims
that Touzet and SICA repudiated and
breached the ""ntract are not arbitrable under the arbitration agreement because Remy
casts its demand for relief in an equitable
forum. That is not at ali the sort of question
involved in Volt. Rather, the question is one
of the arbitrability of Remy's claims; and, as
Volt acknowledges, in that context "due regard must be given to the federal policy
favoring arbitration, and ambiguities as to
the s""pe of the arbitration clause itself resolved in favor of arbitration." 489 U.S. at
476, 109 S.Ct. at 1254.

VE

.S. 614, 105 S.Ct. 3346, 87 L.Ed.2d 444
(1985). The Court in Volt acknowledged the
existence of that federal rule, but concluded
that application of the California rules of
arbitration did not offend it:
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L.Ed.2d 765 (1983), and Mitsubuhi MoI.trro

llllfii.orp. v. Soler ChrysleT-Plymquth. [nc., 473

KC

Cone Merrwrial Hospital. v. Mereury Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 103 S.Ct. 927, 74

R

regard

[2] In the ease at bar, Remy's construction of the ""ntract implicates issues of arbi'
trability, rather than arbitration rules or pro-'
cedures. Remy ""ntends that any claim
forming the basis of a demand for injunctive
relief under' 12(b) of the arbitration agreement is not subject to arbitration under
, 12(a). On Remy's construction, it is entitled to a full plenary trial in this Court on its
claims against Touzet and SICA for specific
performance of the ""ntract, while acknowledging that the claims of Touzet and SICA
against Remy for money damages are arbitrable at The Hague under , 12(a).

N
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O

does not represent a retreat by the Court
from ''the settled federal rule that questions.
of arbitrability in ""ntract.s subject to the
FAA must be resolved with • healthy
for the federal policy favoring arbitration.·
489 U.S. at 475, 109 S.Ct. at 1253. lbe
UDSuoeessful petitioner in Volt argued that
such was the effect of application of the
California procedural law, citing Mo ... H.

R
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CIt• • 116 F.5app.. %13 (S.D.N..Y. 1993)
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But we do not think the Court of Appeal
offended the Mose. H. Cone principle by
interpreting the choice-of-law provision to
mean that the parties intended the California rules of arbitration, including the
§ 1281.2(c) stay provision, to apply to their
arbitration agreement. There is no federal policy favoring arbitration under a certain set of procedural rules; the federal
policy is simply to ensure the enforeeability, ac""rding to their terms, of private
agreements to arbitrate. Interpreting a
choice-of-law clause to make applicable
state rules governing the ""nduct of arbitration- rules which are manifestly designed to en""urage resort to the arbitral
process--aimply does not offend the rule of
liberal construction set forth in Mos •• H.
Cone, nor does it offend any other policy
embodied in the FAA

[d., 489 U.S. at 475-76, 109 S.Ct. at 1254
(footnote omitted).

[3] Applying federal principles, it is clear
that Remy's ""ntention must be rejected.
From Remy's point of view, the most that
can be said about the inter-relationship of
subparagraphs 12(a) and (b) is that the
agreement is ambiguous. Federal policy requires the resolution of that ambiguity in
favor of arbitration: in this case, the submjs..
sian of Remy's claim of v.TOngful contract
repudiation and breach to arbitration in The
Hague, where both parties' claims will be
resolved.
But I do not think that the arbitration
agreement is ambiguous.
[4] Quite apart from federal policy, it is a
sound principle of ""nstruction to interpret a
contract so that ali its provisions dwell in
harmony with each other; to the greatest
extent posaible. Remy's construction of
, 12(b) would, solely on the basis of the form
of relief sought, significantly narrow the
broad provision for arbitration in , 12(a).
That gives rise to a tension between the two

United States
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[5] Under that conatruction. the effect of
, 12(b) is to make injunctive relief in judicial
courts of proper jurisdiction available to the
parties in aid of arbitration. rather than (as
Remy would have it) transfonning arbitrable
claims into nonarbitrable ones depending on
the form of relief prayed for. Under that
preferable oonatruction. and as oounse) for
defendants acknowledged at oral argument,
Remy could seek a preliminary injunction in
this Court pending resolution of the merits
by arbitration. To suoceed on a motion for
preliminary injunction. which it has not yet
made. Remy would have to satisfy the wellestablished criteria for equitable relief pendente lite. And. if Remy prevalla in the
arbitration at The Hague and requires a
permanent injunction from this Court in aid
of the award. ~ 12(b) recites the parties'
agreement that such a remedy may be pursued.

ment. Arbitration is and must be eonsenaual. 'But in the case at bar.
the parties
disagree as to the proper eonatruction of
their agreement, the Court must resOlve the
iaaue. in the light of public polioy and accepted principles of conatruction: ' Hmng performed those functions, and for the reasona
set forth above. I grant the defendants' motion. and make the following Order:
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subparagraphs which a different conatruotion. more closely in tune with federal public
polioy. easily avoida.
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That oonatruotion brings subparagraphs
12(a) and (b) into harmony with each other ,

1. Plaintiff is directed to submit the
claims set forth in the complaint in this action to arbitration at The Hague.
2. Further proceedings in this Court are
stayed; provided. however. that plaintiff may
if 00 advised apply for preliminary injunctive
relief in a manner conaistent with this Opin-

ion.
S. This Court will in any event retain
jurisdiction over the case in the event that
any party is advised to move for post-arbitration relief.
4. In the interim. the Clerk of the Court
is directed to piaoe the case on the Suspenae
Docket.

and avoids any tension or inconsisteney. As
for the ohoioe-of-law provision in ~ 11 of the
oontraol. it represents the parties' agreement
that the merits of the disputes will be decided by referenoe to New York law. thereby
implementing the provision in the ICC arbi·
tration rules that the parties are free "to
determine the law to be applied by the arbitrator to the merits of the dispute."
No case decided under the FAA or the
Convention supports Remy's interpretation
of the arbitration agreement. That is not
surprising, since that interpretation has a
distinctly negative impact upon the arbitrability of disputes, in oontravention of federal
public polioy.
Even if. as Remy argues. New York law as
designated in , 11 controls the construction
of the arbitration provisions in , 12. Remy is
no better off, because it cites no New York
case supporting its oonstruction and the duplicative, wasteful proceedings which that
oonstruction would ailow.

The Court's function, of course, is not to
set polioy but to enforce the parties' agree-

Adjua Abi NAANTAANBUU. Plaintiff.
Juanita ABERNATHY. as Executrix of
the Estate of Rev. Ralph David Abernathy. Harper & Row Publiah.... lnc., and
Daniel Bial. Defendanto.
No. 90 Civ. 0770 (CRT).
United States District Court,
S.D. New York.
March 19. 1993.
Woman at whose home Dr. Martin Luttier King, Jr.• had dinner the night before
United
his assassination
sued States
author, publisber and
of book
editor, claimingPage
libel in6'publication
of 6
suggesting ailegad extramarital affair by Dr.

